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Abstract. Software development is a complex activity. It is involved with dif-

ferent scenarios and risks which must be managed through a systematic ap-

proach to Software Risk Management (SRM). The best software process de-

pends on the project’s particularities. Situational Method Engineering (SME) 

focuses on building project specific method/process according to the situation at 

hand. This paper proposes an approach to prevent software project risks through 

software process tailoring based on SME concepts. Preventive actions are in-

serted in the tailored process to prevent risks. 
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1 Introduction 

A software process defines activities to be performed in software development, each 

activity’s characteristics and the relationship among them [18]. There are several 

software process models such as RUP [15] and XP [4] however each project requires 

particular actions thus tailored software processes are required. 

Process Tailoring can be defined as the act of adjusting or particularizes a standard 

process definition to an environment less general [8]. However the managers often 

make it in an ad-hoc fashion based only on experiences [3]. 

To deal with these challenges, Situational Method Engineering (SME) [11] ap-

proach focuses on the project specific method/process construction according to 

project features (specific situations) from method fragments stored in method base.  

This paper proposes an approach to manage risks through tailoring processes call 

Octopus SME - Risk Management Approach (OSRiMA). This is based on SME con-

cepts and uses a multi-criteria selection and prioritization of method fragments 

through Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique [16], according to the project 

risks and the project context.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents concepts about Risk Man-

agement. Section 3 presents SME. Section 4 describes the Octopus SME - Risk Man-

agement Approach (OSRiMA) and details about method fragments for risk preven-

tion. Section 5 presents examples of the proposed approach. Section 6 and 7 describe 

related works, and conclusions respectively. 



2 Software Risk Management 

A risk is an undesirable event which can affect the project and have losses associated 

[9]. SMR includes practices which allow avoiding compromising time, quality, cost 

and functionality, among others desirable events. Thus the organizations must use a 

systematic and structured approach for risk management.  

There are four steps in risk management [9]: (1) Risk Identification; (2) Risk Anal-

ysis; (3) Risk Planning; and (4) Monitoring and Controlling.  

The Risk Identification aims to gather information about all risks which can affect 

the software development. The Risk Analysis prioritizes identified risks according to 

the probability of risk occurring and losses associated with it to determine which risks 

will be treated. After this, plans should describe actions to avoid the risk or to reduce 

impact. At least, the risks must be monitored and controlled. 

In this work, we focus on the Identification, Analysis, Planning steps in the risk 

management using SME and multi-criteria selection and prioritization. 

3 Situational Method Engineering (SME) 

SME [11] proposes the building of a specific development method/process for each 

project according to the situational at hand. 

This building is from reusable fragments, “pieces” of methods, stored in a reposito-

ry call method base. These elements are typically extracted from best practices, 

process models, process patterns, and reference models [10]. They are retrieved from 

method base according to a specific situation. 

For the purpose of this paper, the notion of method fragments is from [10]. It is 

widely supposed that a method fragment is an element generated from a metamodel 

usually by instantiation. 

The situation can be defined as the characteristics related to organization and 

project [2]. It indicates which fragments are appropriate to the project at hand [10].  

In short, SME revolves around identification of the best fragments according to 

situation and their linking together as appropriate. It is a possible solution to the prob-

lem of selecting the best process for an organization and project [11]. 

4 Octopus SME - Risk Management Approach (OSRiMA) 

In this work we propose an approach for risk management in software projects based 

on SME call Octopus SME - Risk Management Approach (OSRiMA). It focuses on 

the steps 1, 2 and 3 of SRM (section 2). 

SME focuses on a specific development process for a project according to its spe-

cific situation. In our approach the specific process building is through stored method 

fragments containing preventive actions in relation to the project risks. Furthermore, 

the project specific situation is defined by project context (Octopus Model) and 

project risks. Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of activities proposed by OSRiMA. 



 

Fig. 1. Overview of the Octopus SME - Risk Management Approach. 

In the activity “Contextualize the Project” the process engineer contextualizes the 

project according to the situational factors from Octopus Model [14]. In “Identify 

Project Risks”, the risks that may affect the project are identified. Then in the activity 

“Analyze Project Risks” the risks are analyzed according to the probability of each 

risk be materialized. 

In “Select Fragments According to Project Risks” the support tool retrieves the 

stored method fragments associated with each project risk. If there is not a suitable 

fragment for a risk, it is possible to define new elements and store them in the method 

base by activity “Define and Store the New Fragments”. 

The retrieved method fragments are prioritized according to the project context by 

our multi-criteria selection and prioritization support tool in the activity “Prioritize 

Selected Fragments”. They are prioritized through a prioritization algorithm based on 

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [16] for each project risk. In short, the higher 

similarity between the fragment use-context and project-context, more appropriate 

and the better is the fragment score in the prioritized list for each project risk. 

The goal of the activity “Prioritize Selected Fragments” is to guide the process en-

gineer to choose the best fragments to include in the organization’s standard software 

process. In “Selected Final Set of Fragments” the process engineer can execute the 

final selection of method fragments.  

The support tool creates the tailored process through the activity “Tailor the 

Process”. This activity describes how the process can be tailored to integrate the se-

lected methods fragments to prevent the risks, resulting in the process defined for a 

project. 

4.1 Octopus Model 

Octopus Model [14] is a model for contextualizing the software development through 

eight factors. It provides guides about the adoption of practices recommended by agile 

process approaches in a development process trough the “agile sweet spot” (ideal 
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Fig. 2. Model of method fragments. 
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Conclusions and Future Works 

Literature and experience shows that development processes/methods must be conf
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standard software process is subject to further works. Furthermore we will work to 

improve the method base and the support tool to select and prioritize fragments. 
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